Cooperative effect of electrospinning and nanoclay on formation of polar crystalline phases in poly(vinylidene fluoride).
Poly(vinylidene difluoride)/organically modified montmorillonite (PVDF/OMMT) composite nanofibers were prepared by electrospinning the solution of PVDF/OMMT precursor in DMF. Wide-angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) show that in the bulk of the PVDF/OMMT precursor OMMT platelets are homogeneously dispersed in PVDF and can be both intercalated and exfoliated. It is found that the diameter of the PVDF/OMMT composite nanofibers is smaller than that of the neat PVDF fibers because the lower viscosity of PVDF/OMMT solution, which is attributed to the possible adsorption of PVDF chains on OMMT layers and thus reduction in number of entanglement. The crystal structure of the composite nanofibers was investigated using WAXD and Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) and compared with that of thin film samples. The results show that the nonpolar alpha phase is completely absent in the electrospun PVDF/OMMT composite nanofibers, whereas it is still present in the neat PVDF electrospun fibers and in the thin films of PVDF/OMMT nanocomposites. The cooperative effect between electrospinning and nanoclay on formation of polar beta and gamma crystalline phases in PVDF is discussed. The IR result reveals that electrospinning induces formation of long trans conformation, whereas OMMT platelets can retard relaxation of PVDF chains and stabilize such conformation due to the possible interaction between the PVDF chains and OMMT layers. This cooperative effect leads to extinction of nonpolar alpha phase and enhances the polar beta and gamma phases in the electrospun PVDF/OMMT composite nanofibers.